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Abstract

A new technique to thermally fractionate polymers using DSC has been recently developed in our labo-

ratory. The applications of the novel successive self-nucleation and annealing (SSA) technique to char-

acterize polyolefins with very dissimilar molecular structures are presented as well as the optimum con-

ditions to thermally fractionate any suitable polymer sample with SSA. For ethylene/α-olefin

copolymers, the SSA technique can give information on the distribution of short chain branching and

lamellar thickness. In the case of functionalized polyolefins, detailed examinations of SSA results can

help to establish possible insertion sites of grafted molecules. The application of the technique to char-

acterize crosslinked polyethylene and crystallizable blocks within ABC triblock copolymers is also

presented.
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Introduction

The technique of successive self-nucleation and annealing (SSA) has been recently de-
veloped in our laboratory to characterise semicrystalline polymers that are capable of un-
dergoing molecular segregation during crystallization upon cooling from the melt using
DSC [1–5].

SSA is essentially a thermal fractionation method that is based on the sequential ap-
plication of self-nucleation and annealing steps to a polymer sample. After thermal con-
ditioning a final DSC heating run reveals the distribution of melting points induced by the
SSA treatment as a result of the heterogeneous nature of the chain structure of the poly-
mer under analysis. The nature of the polymer chain must be heterogeneous in order to
have a wide distribution of crystallizable chain segments, such as in random ethyl-
ene/α-olefin copolymers, cross-linked polyethylenes or confined chains of crystallizable
polymers within microphase separated block copolymers.
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The versatility in physical properties of ethylene/α-olefin copolymers de-

pends on the type, amount and distribution of the α-olefin comonomer. The influ-

ence of the distribution of the α-olefin along the chain is particularly important

[6–9], a fact intimately connected to the nature and type of the catalytic system

employed during the ethylene copolymerization [9–10]. Many of these copoly-

mers can exhibit a highly heterogeneous comonomer distribution in the sense that

the distribution of the short chain branches (SCB) is heterogeneous along one par-

ticular chain, and each chain or group of chains may possess a different chain

branching distribution [10–13].

The particular interest to characterize the comonomer distribution in linear

low density polyethylenes (LLDPE, ethylene/α-olefin copolymers) led to the de-

velopment of temperature rising elution fractionation (TREF). This technique

produces separation by the elution of polymer fractions at successively rising

temperatures of a material that has been allowed to crystallize from solution on an

inert support during very slow cooling or multiple steps. Such slow crystallization

from solution favors molecular segregation by short chain branching content and

distribution with a limited influence of molecular mass [11]. Even though the

technique has been successfully applied, its implementation can be difficult and

expensive and measurement times can be long.

If a rapid characterization of an ethylene/α-olefin copolymer is desired, then

TREF might not be a practical option. This is why several authors have develop

quicker and easier thermal fractionation methods using DSC: such methods in-

volve step-crystallization (SC) from the melt, a technique that is based on the step

crystallization from solution that is applied in the TREF technique. These SC

methods can provide qualitative preliminary information on the comonomer dis-

tributions of the polymer under study in less time and without any additional in-

strumentation than a conventional DSC [10, 14–23].

We have shown in previous works that SSA produces better fractionation

than SC [1–2] using shorter times since the method involves a more complex ther-

mal treatment that allows better resolution. The SSA method is based on a super-

position of self-nucleation and annealing cycles, where each cycle is similar to

those designed by Fillon et al. [24] for the evaluation of the self-nucleation pro-

cess in polypropylene (PP), a procedure used by our group in the past to study the

fractionated crystallization of polyolefins dispersed in immiscible matrices

[25–28].

In this work, we have chosen one ethylene/α-olefin copolymer (a linear low

density polyethylene, LLDPE) to demonstrate the usefulness of SSA as a thermal

fractionation technique and its application to calculate approximate short chain

branching (SCB) and lamellar thickness distributions. The application of SSA to

characterize different types of polymers is also presented here, the polymers studied

include: functionalized ultra low density polyethylene (ULDPE), a crosslinked low

density polyethylene (XLDPE) used for high voltage wire insulation and crystalliz-

able blocks within ABC triblock copolymers.
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Experimental

Materials

The neat polymers used in this study were: a blown film grade LLDPE-b 11U4 ethyl-

ene/1-butene copolymer synthesized by a solution process by Resilin (Venezuela),

previously characterized via TREF [13]; an ultra low-density polyethylene (ULDPE)

Nuld2 ethylene/propene/1-butene copolymer of Enichem Polimeri (Italy), produced

in a modified high pressure process using supported Ziegler-Natta (Z-N) catalysis;

LDPE HFDA 4201 NT EC from Union Carbide with crosslinking agent.

Three polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-poly(ε-caprolactone)

triblock copolymers (SEC) prepared by in a previous work [29] will be used here:

S27E37C36
132, S27E15C58

219, S57E27C16
137. This abbreviated nomenclature includes the mass

percentage of each component as subindices and the number average molecular masses

of the triblock copolymers as superindices. Their molecular characteristics can be found

in [29].

Some physical characteristics of the polymers used are presented in Table 1. Four

solution grafted maleic anhydride ULDPE were obtained by employing different maleic

anhydride (MAH) and initiator concentrations according to the procedure described else-

where [2, 30]. The grafting reaction conditions are presented in Table 2.

DSC

The neat polymers were compression molded into 0.5 mm sheets; from these sheets

small disc samples were cut (10 mg). The samples were encapsulated in aluminum

pans and high purity dry nitrogen was used as an inert atmosphere for all tests in a

Perkin Elmer DSC7 or PYRIS-1. For a previous characterization of thermal behavior

of neat polymers, DSC cooling and heating curves were performed at 10°C min–1 af-

ter the samples were held in the melt (see below) for 3 min in order to erase all previ-

ous thermal history. More complex thermal treatments like SSA were employed and

are described below.

Self-nucleation experiments (SN)

Since SSA is based on the accumulation of self-nucleation and annealing steps, we will

first describe how to perform single self-nucleation and annealing experiments using

DSC as it was originally conceived by Fillon et al. [24]. These experiments involved the

partial melting of a crystalline ‘standard’ state followed by recrystallization using as nu-

clei the crystal fragments produced in the partial melting stage. The detailed procedure is

described as follows:

a) Erasure of previous thermal history: the sample was kept at a melting temper-

ature for 3 min. The initial melting temperature is chosen to be much higher than the

peak melting temperature (Tm) of the polymer under study in order to erase any previ-

ous thermal history, typically a temperature of at least 25°C higher than Tm is chosen.
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This initial melting at this maximum temperature leaves only temperature-resistant

heterogeneous nuclei of unknown nature.

b) Creation of the initial ‘standard’ state: the sample was cooled at a rate of

10°C min–1 down to a minimum temperature that should be low enough to allow sample

crystallization during the controlled cooling. Then, the sample is held for 10 min at that

minimum temperature. For the polyolefins used here this minimum temperature was

25°C. In the block copolymers case, this temperature was 50°C.

c) Self-nucleation: the sample was heated at 10°C min–1 from the chosen minimum

temperature up to a selected self-seeding temperature (that we shall termed Ts) located in

the final melting temperature range of the sample, and it was held at that temperature for

5 min. This isothermal treatment at Ts results in partial melting and, depending on Ts, in

the annealing of unmelted crystals, while some of the melted species may isothermally

crystallize (after being self-nucleated by the unmelted crystals).

d) Final crystallization: subsequent cooling at 10°C min–1 from Ts down to the cho-

sen minimum temperature. During this cooling the initially molten fraction of the poly-

mer at Ts will crystallize during cooling using the unmelted crystal fragments produced

by partial melting in step ‘c’ as self-nuclei.

e) Final melting: subsequent heating at 10°C min–1 from the chosen minimum tem-

perature up to the maximum melting temperature established in step ‘a’.

SSA experiments

The SSA technique enhances the potential molecular fractionation that can occur during

crystallization, while encouraging annealing of the unmelted crystals at each stage of the

process, so that small effects can be magnified.

Experimentally, the steps ‘a’ to ‘c’ of the SN method described above were repeated

as the first part of this experiment. Special care should be taken to choose the first Ts tem-

perature to be used in step ‘c’.

Ideally the first Ts should be high enough to melt most of the polymer, but low

enough to leave some crystal fragments that can act as nuclei but will not anneal during

the 5 min at that Ts (the importance of the value of the first Ts temperature used will be

discussed below).

The following steps were performed immediately after steps ‘a’ to ‘c’:

d) Cooling from Ts: The sample was cooled at 10°C min–1 from Ts down to the cho-

sen minimum temperature. During this cooling the initially molten fraction of the poly-

mer at Ts will crystallize during cooling using the unmelted crystal fragments produced in

step ‘c’ as self-nuclei.

e) Heating to a new Ts: The sample was heated once again at 10°C min–1, but this

time up to a Ts temperature which was 5°C lower than the previous Ts and held at that

temperature for 5 min. This means that the unmelted crystals at this Ts will anneal, some

of the melted species may isothermally crystallize (after being self-nucleated by the

unmelted crystals) while the rest of the molten crystallizable chain segments will only

crystallize during the subsequent cooling from Ts.

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 59, 2000
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f) Steps ‘d’ and ‘e’ are repeated at increasingly lower Ts: The differences in Ts were

always kept constant at 5°C. The number of repetitions can be chosen to cover the entire

melting range of the sample with a ‘standard’ thermal history or a shorter range.

g) Final melting: The sample was heated at 10°C min–1 from the chosen mini-

mum temperature up to the maximum melting temperature established in step ‘a’.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram that illustrates the thermal cycles applied

during the SSA technique to LLDPE. Table 3 lists the SSA conditions applied to each

polymer sample.

Table 3 Conditions used for the SSA treatments

Materials Tmax
1/°C Tmin

2/°C Ts range3/°C

LLDPE-b 11 U4 170 30 123–58

ULDPE NULD2 170 30 124–59

ULDPE-G4 170 30 124–59

ULDPE-G8 170 30 124–59

ULDPE-G12 170 30 124–59

ULDPE-G16 170 30 124–59

LDPE HFDA-4201 NTEC3 160 25 105–50

XLDPE 160 25 105–50

S27E37C36
132 140 50 90–60

S57E27C16
137 140 50 90–65

S27E15C58
219 140 50 90–65

1Initial maximum melting temperature. 2Minimum temperature used in SSA thermal cycles.
3Range of Ts temperatures employed separated by 5°C intervals.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of successive self-nucleation/annealing (SSA) thermal
treatment (e.g., as applied to LLDPE), where Tm1 and Tm2 define the Ts range ap-
plied (Table 3 and text). The Ts temperatures in this case were varied from 123
to 58°C at 5°C intervals for a total of 14 self-nucleating/annealing steps



Transmission electron microscopy

Before TEM observation a LLDPE sample was prepared by 75 min etching in per-

manganic acid followed by replication according to the method developed by

Olley et al. [31].

Results and discussion

Characterization of LLDPE by SN and SSA

Figures 2 and 3 present the self-nucleation behavior of the LLDPE. Figure 2 shows

the cooling runs after thermal conditioning at the indicated Ts and Fig. 3 shows the

subsequent heating runs. Table 4 lists all the relevant transition temperatures for the

LLDPE taken from Figs 2 and 3.

The heterogeneous nature of the short chain branching (SCB) distribution of this

LLDPE is evidenced in the broad crystallization range that extends from 110°C down

to 35°C, this behavior is characteristic of ethylene/α-olefin copolymers that have

been prepared by Ziegler-Natta type catalysts [10, 13]. Furthermore, a previous tem-

perature rising elution fractionation (TREF) study [13] on this LLDPE has demon-

strated that this polymer has a bimodal distribution of SCB. This is also reflected on

the cooling DSC trace of Fig. 2 (at Ts=170°C), where one relatively sharp crystalliza-

tion exotherm is followed by a wide tail. The first peak corresponds to the crystalliza-

tion of the linear portions of the less branched chains that usually crystallize at higher

temperatures, the low temperature tail corresponds to the crystallization of the shorter

linear portions of chains with higher content of SCB. The heterogeneous SCB distri-

bution of this LLDPE produces upon cooling the formation of a bimodal distribution

of lamellar thickness that later in the subsequent heating run, melt with a broad bi-
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Fig. 2 DSC cooling curves after self-nucleation at the indicated Ts temperatures for
LLDPE



modal distribution of melting points (Fig. 3, melting curve after cooling from 170°C

or later, Fig. 5).

Table 4 Thermal characterization of LLDPE

Ts/°C Tc peak/°C
Tm peak/°C

A B C

170 100.1 119.5 *

124 107.6 122.03 *

123 110.3 122.5 *

120.5 103.0 126.2 112.4

118 99.6 124.0 110.0

113 97.5 119.5 106.5

108 93.5 120.7 112.9 102.0

103 88.3 120.2 107.4 *

98 93.5 120.0 102.5 *

93 89.0 120.0 97.4 *

*Not well defined melting peak.

Figure 4 shows a TEM micrograph of a sample of LLDPE that was cooled at

5°C min–1. The lamellar morphology has been revealed by the etching of the amor-

phous part of the sample. An approximately bimodal distribution of lamellar thick-

ness is apparent since thicker lamellae are very distinct from thinner ones. A wide

range of lamellar thickness was obtained by direct measurements on Fig. 4 and by

TEM observations made with other techniques [32]. The lamellar sizes obtained

ranged from approximately 25 to 50 nm.

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 59, 2000
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Fig. 3 DSC heating curves for LLDPE after the cooling shown in Fig. 2



Figure 2 shows the DSC cooling scans from a very wide range of Ts values. Fillon et

al. [24] have defined the so-called domains of self-nucleation for PP and we shall use

their nomenclature here. The polymer is said to be under domain I when complete melt-

ing occurs, in this case complete melting was found to persist down to 125°C, since no

change was detected in the crystallization temperature as compared to the sample with a

Ts temperature of 170°C, indicating that all crystalline memory has been erased.

At 124°C the LLDPE was self-nucleated by remanent crystal fragments and its

crystallization temperature was shifted to higher temperatures while the subsequent

melting did not reveal any traces of annealing, a characteristic behavior of domain II

(i.e., only self-nucleation). The typical behavior of domain II was only detected in the

narrow range of Ts temperatures comprising 124–123°C, while temperatures below

or equal to 122°C produced self-nucleation and annealing, i.e. samples in domain III.

Figure 2 shows as an example, that at a Ts of 120.5°C, the crystallization exotherm

shows a characteristic shoulder [24] that indicates immediate crystallization upon

cooling from Ts and the subsequent melting endotherm in Fig. 3 shows a high temper-

ature sharp peak that is due to annealing at that Ts.

The characteristic behavior of the self-nucleation of the LLDPE presented in

Figs 2 and 3 indicate as discussed above that the maximum temperature that induces

self-nucleation without any annealing, or the minimum temperature of domain II is

123°C. We shall define this temperature as the optimum self-nucleation temperature

or optimum Ts for this particular LLDPE. The location of the domains is qualitatively

similar in this case to those reported for PP by Fillon et al. [24].

When the Ts temperature is lower than 113°C, three melting peaks can be ob-

served in Fig. 3 (for the curve with Ts=108°C). This is a consequence of the lowering

of the melting point of the annealed crystals as Ts is lowered. This can be seen also in

Table 4. According to Table 4, for Ts=120.5°C self-nucleation and annealing oc-

curred, where the Tm of the annealed crystals is reported to be 126.2°C (or peak la-

beled A in Table 4). As Ts is lowered, the melting point of the annealed crystals is

progressively lowered, being 124°C for a Ts of 118°C (Fig. 3). Then at Ts=113°C, the

melting point of the annealed crystals coincides with 119.5°C, which just happens to

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 59, 2000
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Fig. 4 TEM micrograph for LLDPE cooled from the melt at 5°C min–1



be the melting point of the usual high temperature melting point of LLDPE (that of

Ts=170°C in Table 4, which has been labeled peak A). At a Ts=108°C, the tempera-

ture is not high enough to affect the crystals that usually melt at around 119.5°C (i.e.,

peak A in Table 4), therefore the annealed crystals now melt at 112.9°C (i.e., peak B

in Table 4). The lowest melting point for this sample with Ts=108°C, is that corre-

sponding to the crystals formed during cooling from Ts or the peak labeled C in Ta-

ble 4. A similar situation dominates the behavior for the DSC traces corresponding to

Ts temperatures lower or equal to 108°C. In order to make this point clear, we have

represented in bold and italics those melting points that correspond to the melting of

annealed crystals at Ts in Table 4.

As a summary of the melting behavior displayed in Fig. 3 and Table 4 for the

neat LLDPE, it should be noted that the LLDPE may possess up to a maximum of

three melting peaks when annealing at Ts was present, since one peak corresponds to

the melting of the annealed crystals and the other two peaks reflect whatever is left of

the endothermic melting of the original bimodal population of lamellar thickness.

Figure 5 shows heating DSC scans of neat LLDPE and of LLDPE after the SSA

treatment (i.e., the final heating run of the SSA or step ‘g’ in the experimental part).

The SSA curve shows the effects of the accumulation of 14 self-nucleation and an-

nealing steps using Ts temperatures from 123 to 58°C every 5°C. Since 123°C does

not cause any annealing because it is a Ts temperature within domain II, only 13 steps

were able to produce annealing. The melting trace of LLDPE after SSA clearly shows

13 melting peaks in Fig. 5 illustrating the capability of the technique to induce ther-

mal fractionation in view of the broad SCB distribution of the neat copolymer. The

distribution of melting peaks shows a clear bimodal distribution that reflects the bi-

modal distribution of the SCB in the polymer [13].

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 59, 2000
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Fig. 5 DSC heating scans at 10°C min–1 for LLDPE. Bottom: after a controlled cooling
at 10°C min–1, and Top: after SSA thermal treatment



A very interesting comparison can be made on the results of the SSA and those

of the self-nucleation process presented in Fig. 3. If a plot is made of Ts vs. melting

peak for the 13 peaks of the final SSA melting trace, a very good straight line is gen-

erated that could for instance predict the melting point of the annealed crystals at a

particular Ts within 1°C (Fig. 6). The melting points of the annealed crystals after

self-nucleation from 118 until 93°C in Fig. 3 fit very well this tendency illustrating

the fact that as stated above the SSA technique is a simple accumulation of individual

self-nucleation and annealing steps. Figure 6 shows the melting points vs. Ts tempera-

tures of both the individual annealing treatments shown in Fig. 3 (and in bold and

italic font in Table 4) and those after the SSA treatment (Fig. 5 and Table 4). It can be

observed in Fig. 6 that all the data points fall under a common straight line that has a

correlation coefficient of 0.999.

Optimum conditions for SSA analysis

The SSA results presented in Fig. 5 were produced using optimum parameters for the

fractionation. The most important parameters are: the first Ts temperature to be used,

the temperature interval between Ts temperatures, the permanence time at Ts and the

heating rates used during the thermal conditioning steps.

We strongly recommend to use in step ‘c’ of the SSA thermal conditioning the

optimum self-nucleation temperature or optimum Ts temperature defined above (see

Experimental), in this way the polymer would always be in the same starting condi-

tion (i.e., at the minimum temperature within domain II).

In a previous publication the influence of the time for each isothermal step, and

the temperature intervals between the Ts temperatures to be used were studied using

the same LLDPE employed in this work [2], including initially different scanning

rates (5, 10 and 20°C min–1). The resolution of the final heating scan was much better
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Fig. 6 Linear relationship between LLDPE melting points and selected Ts temperatures
for annealed crystals. Open circles: single self-nucleation and annealing data
points (i.e., values in bold and italics in Table 4). Filled circles: Successive
self-nucleation and annealing data points (taken from the 12 peak melting tem-
peratures of the DSC heating trace after SSA treatment shown in Fig. 5)



for 5 and 10°C min–1 than for 20°C min–1. It was observed that both 5 and 10°C min–1

produced similar results; a scanning rate of 10°C min–1 was then selected, because of

the possibility to reduce testing time. Secondly, three different temperature intervals

between each Ts were employed: 1, 2.5 and 5°C. Better fractionation was obtained for

2.5°C spacing between each Ts, because the number of endothermic signals obtained,

at a given temperature interval, significantly increased as compared to 1 and 5°C tem-

perature intervals. In fact, this increment in the number of signals after SSA, indicates

a better segregation and fractionation due to the self-nucleation, isothermal crystalli-

zation and annealing effects promoted at this specific condition. For 1°C spacing,

there was an overlapping of the signals, product of the overcoming of the resolution

limit of the DSC equipment.

Finally, two holding times at the selected Ts temperatures were tested: five and

fifteen min. The increase in holding time does not promote a higher number of sig-

nals. Nevertheless, more perfect crystals are formed and annealed in each step be-

cause the peak temperatures are about 1°C higher for 15 min holding time than for

5 min holding time. Because of the high time consumption with 15 min holding time,

a 5 min holding time was selected for successful tests as well as 5°C spacing between

each Ts (2.5°C spacing between each Ts can be used if a greater number of fractions is

desired but the testing time will also increase). The short time span at Ts is one of the

major advantages of the SSA technique as compared to SC, since in the latter much

longer isothermal steps are needed in order to fractionate the samples.

The technique could also in principle fractionate linear chains of different mo-

lecular lengths, but in this case the times at each Ts have to be extremely long render-

ing the technique impractical, at least in the polyolefins case. The parameters given

above have been designed to fractionate chains where the crystallizable sequences

are separated by branches, or other irregularities (such as grafted functional groups,

crosslinks, etc.). The effect of molecular mass distribution on the fractionation is

therefore limited. If SSA is performed on a perfectly linear HDPE with a

polydispersity of 10, almost no fractionation is obtained (the final heating scan only

shows one single melting peak which may contain a shoulder depending on the spe-

cific sample used).

Determination of mean lamellar thickness distributions and of SCB distributions by
SSA

The final heating run after an SSA treatment exhibits a series of melting peaks that

correspond to the number of SSA cycles where annealing was promoted. The differ-

ential area under such fusion curve can be related to the number of lamellae that melt

within the temperature interval considered. Thompson-Gibbs equation [33] can then

be used to establish a correlation between temperature and lamellar thickness:

l=2σTm

0 /∆Hv(Tm

0 –Tm)

We have used the above equation choosing the same values reported by Stark

[10] for the following parameters that were assumed to be constant: lamellar surface
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free energy (σ: 70⋅10–3 J m–2), enthalpy of fusion for infinitely thick lamellae (∆H:

288⋅106 J m–3) and equilibrium melting temperature (Tm

0 : 414.5 K). Lu et al. [34] have

questioned the use of Thompson-Gibbs equation for the calculation of lamellar thick-

ness distributions in ethylene/α-olefin copolymers, since it tends to underestimate the

width of such distributions. The reason behind such problem according to these au-

thors is the change in melt composition as fusion progresses, a fact that would indi-

cate that neither σ nor ∆H is constant with temperature. Therefore, the values of mean

lamellar thickness obtained in this work from the Thompson-Gibbs equation after the

SSA treatment will only give a qualitative indication of the mean lamellar thickness

distribution that can be useful for comparison purposes, specially since they can be

quickly obtained via DSC. Rigorous determination of the lamellar thickness distribu-

tion can only be obtained by TEM or by Raman spectroscopy [34].

If the SSA final melting run of Fig. 5 is integrated, a trace that is indicative of the

proportion of material being melted (in %) as a function of temperature can be ob-

tained [5]. This information is then used to calculate from the Thompson-Gibbs equa-

tion the distribution of lamellar thickness presented in Fig. 7. The distribution ob-

tained is qualitatively similar to the SSA thermal fractionation curve of Fig. 5, but the

width of the peaks had been modified. In particular, it can be noticed that the peaks

corresponding to thicker lamellae are broader than those of thinner lamellae. This is a

consequence of the mathematical simplicity of Thompson-Gibbs equation in predict-

ing small lamellar thickness changes with major temperature changes at low apparent

melting temperatures and big changes in lamellar thickness with small temperature

changes at high apparent melting temperatures (i.e. closer to the Tm

0 ). These results

agree with Mandelkern and Alamo observations regarding the limitations of the

Thompson-Gibbs equation [34].
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Fig. 7 Derived lamellar thickness distribution for LLDPE using SSA and the Thomp-
son-Gibbs equation



In spite of the limitations of the Thompson-Gibbs equation, a qualitative idea of

the lamellar thickness distribution in the LLDPE sample used here was obtained by

SSA. The obtained distribution shown in Fig. 7 can be compared with experimentally

determined distributions by TEM. Even though a quantitative agreement was not ex-

pected since the thermal history is not the same, both distributions present approxi-

mate bimodal shapes with a relatively high frequency of thicker lamellae [32].

The apparent melting temperatures can also be related to the content of short

chain branching (SCB) or comonomer distribution in ethylene/α-olefin copolymers

when the type of comonomer is known and the relationship between Tm and the con-

tent of SCB has been determined by TREF. Since we had previously fractionated the

LLDPE used here by TREF, we were able to obtain an equation to correlate Tm and

SCB using the data of [13]. The melting point vs. SCB content of the fractions ob-

tained for our LLDPE are correlated by the following equation:

Tm(°C)=130.2–1.2CH3/1000°C

Figure 8 shows the distribution of SCB obtained after applying the above correla-

tion to the thermally fractionated LLDPE of Fig. 5. Since the temperature axis was only

linearly transformed, the shape of the distribution is identical to that of the SSA curve of

Fig. 5 (except that it has been plotted in increasing branching order which corresponds to

decreasing melting temperature). Therefore, if the SSA treatment is applied to an un-

known LLDPE, at least a qualitative idea of its SCB distribution can be obtained (if the

type of comonomer and synthesis method is known, some empirical correlations are

available in the literature [10]) with a relatively quick DSC analysis.

Application of SSA to characterize ULDPE and ULDPE-g-MAH

Grafting of polar groups into polymers is an important method for the preparation of

polyolefins with functional groups. It is of interest because these ‘new materials’ can

be used to improve compatibility between the components of immiscible polymer
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Fig. 8 Estimated short chain branching distribution for LLDPE based on TREF and
SSA results



blends [35]. Solution functionalization reactions are well known [4, 36–37]. How-

ever, there is not a feasible technique for rapid characterization of molecular changes

introduced by the grafting reaction. Application of the SSA method to functionalized

polyolefins provides very useful information about probable location of functional

groups on the polymer backbone [4]. In this work, maleic anhydride grafted ultra low

density polyethylene (ULDPE-g-MAH) prepared under different conditions was

studied. The grafting reaction conditions are presented in Table 2. In this case, two

different MAH and initiator concentrations were employed. The presence of succinic

anhydride grafts onto ethylene sequences of ULDPE can alter its natural capability to

crystallize depending on the grafting site.

We have previously reported that the chemical modification of polyethylene does

not significantly alter its melting and crystallization behavior, when the grafting degree of

the materials is not high enough [38]. Figure 9 shows DSC heating scans of neat and

functionalized ULDPE. No appreciable differences between modified and pure material

can be seen. In general, a slight depression in the melting peak temperature (Tm) with in-

creasing grafting degree can be observed. This suggests that a reduction of the mean

lamellar thickness of the samples is promoted by the introduction of anhydride groups.

However, these results do not allow a relationship between reaction conditions and the

obtained products to be established. In fact, a lowering of about 9°C in Tm was observed

for ULDPE-G16 and ULDPE-G12 as compared to neat ULDPE (Tables 1 and 2) but

these two samples have different grafting degrees and therefore no conclusions could be

drawn from this fact.

As can be seen in Table 2, both groups, ULDPE-G4 and ULDPE-G8, and

ULDPE-G12 and ULDPE-G16, have the same initiator concentration but different

MAH concentration. It is reasonable that ULDPE-G8 and ULDPE-G16 had higher

grafting degrees compared to their respective pairs; with a higher MAH concentra-

tion, there is an increase in the probability that MAH molecules link to PE

macroradicals. At the same time, these grafts could interrupt ethylene sequences, in-
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Fig. 9 DSC heating scans at 10°C min–1 for neat ULDPE and ULDPE-g-MAH:
a – after a controlled cooling at 10°C min–1, and b – after SSA thermal treatment



troducing imperfections into the chain, which will lead to lower lamellar thickness.

Traditional heating DSC scans (Fig. 9) or cooling scans (not shown here), did not

confirm this assumption, because roughly the same Tm was observed in each case.

When SSA technique was used for the analysis of the above materials (also Fig. 9),

a higher decrease in the peak area corresponding to thicker crystals (high Tm) for

ULDPE-G8 was seen, as compared to ULDPE-G4, and for ULDPE-G16 as compared to

ULDPE-G12. An interruption in the linear sequences of ULDPE chains could explain

this behavior.

On the other hand, if we observed those materials with the same MAH concentra-

tion but different initiator concentration (groups ULDPE-G4 and G12, and ULDPE-G8

and G16), at higher initiator levels, both, higher grafting degrees and lower Tm were ob-

served in each case. With an increasing initiator concentration, there are more free radi-

cals to promote reaction between molecules, but at the same time, a higher concentration

of initiator can favor collateral reactions like free macroradicals combination instead of

MAH grafting [37]. This fact can result in lowering the grafting degree, and at the same

time, interruption of linear sequences that could be able to crystallize at lower

undercoolings. As it was expected from previous analysis, a reduction in peak area corre-

sponding to linear sequences was observed for ULDPE-G12 with respect to ULDPE-G4

and for ULDPE-G16 with respect to ULDPE-G8.

It is clear from the above discussion and from a general comparison in Fig. 9 of

ULDPE with any of its functionalized versions, that the SSA can immediately reveal the

depletion of the most linear fractions within the ULDPE. This fact as mentioned in spe-

cific cases above, is indicating that grafting reactions are occurring preferentially in the

secondary carbons within the main chain, even though the MAH grafting onto tertiary

carbons is not ruled out. In this case, the SSA was very helpful to confirm a reaction

mechanism that was very difficult to postulate just on the basis of FTIR and 1H NMR re-

sults [30]. These results confirm similar findings with LLDPE and LLDPE grafted with

diethyl maleate [4].

Application of SSA to characterize LDPE and XLDPE

Figure 10 shows heating DSC scans of neat LDPE and after crosslinking (i.e., XLDPE).

A comparison is made between untreated samples and samples that were submitted to an

SSA treatment. Table 1 indicates that a reduction of 4°C in Tm was observed for the

XLDPE in comparison to the LDPE and a reduction in crystallinity degree was also de-

tected. These are the expected changes since crosslinking induced by peroxide initiator

causes a random radical reaction that will involve proton abstraction from secondary car-

bons in the chains for later recombination reactions. Therefore, the linear portions of the

chains originally available for crystallization will be shortened randomly.

The final heating scan after SSA for LDPE is shown in Fig. 10. The distribution

of melting points after fractionation is unimodal in contrast with that of LLDPE. This

is a result of the distribution of chain branches in LDPE. Chain branches in LDPE are

normally long since they originate in chain transfer reactions that occur during radical

polimerization at high pressures. Here again, the radical chain transfer reactions oc-
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cur in random fashion without preferred specific sites of the growing chain, therefore,

a unimodal distribution of chain branches is generated.

If the heating scan after SSA of the XLDPE is considered, a new distribution of

melting points, lamellar thickness and chain branches can be observed as compared

to the unmodified LDPE. The fraction with the highest melting point in LDPE (i.e.,

Tm=109.7°C) corresponds to the fusion of the thicker lamellae conformed by the most

linear chains in the polymer. In the XLDPE this fraction has been completely de-

pleted by the crosslink reactions. Furthermore, the fraction with the second highest

melting point (i.e., Tm=104.7°C) in LDPE is present in a lower amount in the XLDPE,

where the most abundant fraction is the one that melts at around 99°C. A quantitative

analysis of the areas under each peak can give a quantitative idea of the changes in-

duced by the cross-linking reaction [1, 5].

The SSA technique can give valuable insight into the thermal history of an insulator

that coats a high voltage conducting wire. If the SSA is performed on an unused XLDPE

insulator, a curve relating Tm vs. Ts can be obtained similar to that in Fig. 6. After an ordi-

nary DSC scan is performed on a XLDPE sample that has already a thermal history (e.g.,

after simulated aging in the laboratory, using high voltages during specific time cycles or

after real service), the scan will reflect the previous history of the sample exhibiting com-

plex melting endotherms that can be made up of several peaks [39]. The exact origin of

each peak can be trace back to specific annealings at different Ts temperatures during ag-

ing or service life using the SSA derived Tm vs. Ts curve. Then simulated SSA programs

can determine the annealing times requires for each melting peak to develop a specific

height and enthalpy of fusion. In this way, the SSA may be useful to characterize wire

coating failures during service life [39].

Application of SSA to characterize a LLDPE block within ABC triblock copolymers

In a previous work, polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-poly(ε-

caprolactone) triblock copolymers (SEC) were prepared by hydrogenating polysty-

rene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(ε-caprolactone) triblock copolymers (SBC) previ-
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Fig. 10 DSC heating scans at 10°C min–1 for LDPE and XLDPE: after a controlled
cooling at 10°C min–1, and after SSA thermal treatment (as indicated on the
curves)



ously prepared by sequential anionic polymerization [29]. The effect of the crystalliza-

tion of the polyethylene block (PE) upon cooling from a phase segregated melt on the

crystallization process of the adjacent polycaprolactone block (PCL) was investigated by

means of DSC and polarized optical microscopy [3, 29]. It was found that there was no

nucleation effect of the PE block on the PCL block under controlled cooling conditions in

the DSC. On the contrary, an antinucleation effect was detected when nucleation of the

PCL block crystals within the SEC triblock copolymers was attempted. It was demon-

strated that such antinucleation effect was induced by the annealing of the polyethylene

block crystals with the smallest lamellar sizes of the SEC copolymers [3].

Applying SSA to these copolymers the possibility of producing a distribution of

lamellar thickness within the PCL and the PE blocks of the SEC triblock copolymers

can be explored [3]. The polyethylene center block is equivalent in structure to a

LLDPE since it contains butyl branches (9–11 mass%) but its chain ends are confined

by the other two blocks. Under these confined circumstances it could be difficult to

produce a distribution of lamellar thickness within this semicrystalline block. In a

previous work [3], we hinted that producing a distribution of lamellar thickness

within one microphase constituted by one of the blocks was possible in spite of the

chain constrains, but the SSA treatment applied used heating rates of 20°C min–1

which were not optimum to show the details of the fractionation that can be induced

by SSA. Figure 11 instead shows that using 10°C min–1 in all the SSA steps including

the final heating run leaves no doubt that the center block can still be self-nucleated

and annealed. If a comparison with LLDPE is made (Fig. 5) it is noticeable that the

separation between fractions is not as clear (i.e., the resolution is not as good, peaks

are broad and not as well defined as in the LLDPE case) for the LLDPE restricted

block case in view of its more difficult chain diffusion characteristics.

The influence of copolymer composition in the SSA results of Fig. 11 is very inter-

esting. The copolymer that can form the largest amount of thicker lamellae is S27E37C36

since this is the copolymer with the highest amount of PE in its structure. Therefore, the
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Fig. 11 DSC heating scans at 10°C min–1 for S27E37C36
132, S27E15C58

219, S57E27C16
137, af-

ter a controlled cooling at 10°C min–1 (labelled ‘Standard’), and after SSA ther-
mal treatment (as indicated on the curves)



PE chains in the center block will be less constrain to diffuse and produce thicker

lamellae during the annealing process than S27E15C58 where at least the proportion of PS

is similar. The reason behind the almost absence of the highest melting point fraction in

the S57E27C16 copolymer is related to the high content of PS in this copolymer (PS is al-

ready in the glassy state when the PE component crystallizes). In the case of the

unhydrogenated analogue of this material, S57B27C16, morphological observations have

shown that the PS phase constitutes the matrix where core shell polygonal microdomains

of PCL and PB are embedded with the PB forming the outer shell in between the PCL

and the PS micro-phase. This means that the PB is completely surrounded by vitrified PS

limiting the mobility of this phase. In other words, the behavior is most probably domi-

nated also in the SEC case by the morphology which is at the moment under study.

We have also applied SSA to other multiphase polymeric materials and have

demonstrated the usefulness of the technique for studying the miscibility of poly-

olefin blends [5].

Conclusions

The successive self-nucleation and annealing (SSA) technique is a powerful tool that

can be used to characterize any semicrystalline polymer that undergoes molecular

segregation when cooled from the melt and therefore can be thermally fractionated. It

is particularly well suited for polymers that contain a certain amount of chain

branches or random comonomer sequences that can interrupt the linear portions of

crystallizable chains. It does not require special instrumentation and can be per-

formed with almost any DSC. SSA is simpler and quicker than TREF but the frac-

tions obtained can not be physically separated from one another.
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